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Scientific results should also be disseminated to non-scientific audience. Communication and knowledge
exchange are, generally, not treated as priority for scientists possibly due to lack of time, interest or reward. There are funds such as Carlos Chagas Filho Foundation for Research Support in the State of Rio de
Janeiro (FAPERJ) that require knowledge exchange to non-scientific audiences as a condition for project
acceptance. We conducted an environmental education activity through an active learning method in a
high school of Rio de Janeiro. The aim of the game was to explain activity concepts of environmental resources management, tragedy of commons, tipping point and reproduction rate. The game was focused
on fisheries, but similar concepts are used in the management of other commons such as water, air, and
increasingly soils. The activity and the results are presented in a short video.

Introduction

Dissemination of scientific activities is essential to legitimize the social role of science in
the progress of mankind [1]. Communication processes involving a multiplicity of activities
aimed at presenting, disseminating, discussing and problematizing science are at the core of
this movement. This variety of initiatives encompasses different spaces and communication
channels with their own objectives, characteristics and methods focused at the general public,
or specific audiences.

Innovative strategies for the dissemination and knowledge exchange are fundamental
part of a FAPERJ and Newton Fund/Royal Society funded project called: “Sustaining land from
the bottom up: developing a conceptual model for evaluating ecosystem services for tropical
soils”. The term ‘ecosystem services’ has become a widely used tool for understanding the
linkages between ecosystem functioning and human well-being to inform policy and decision
makers [2]. Despite successful initiatives, such as TEEB or IPBES that provide integration
among different sectors of society in relation to the benefits offered by nature, ecosystem
services have not been extensively incorporated into public and private decision making,
especially in some countries, as initially expected [3].
We applied the Fishing Game [4] in a high school of Rio de Janeiro with 65 students as an
educational activity about ecosystem services and natural resources management. Games and
puzzles represent pedagogical tools that engage participants through excitement and problem
solving, wherein participants compete or cooperate with each other in formulating strategies
to manage resources [5-9]. The students played the role of fishermen whose aim was to fish
the maximum of fish stock possible. The game introduced concepts of the tragedy of commons,
tipping point, reproduction and renovation rates, sustainability, maximum sustainable yield
and gave the opportunity to analyse human behaviour and need for collaboration. Students
were participative and at the end of the activities, most of them showed dissatisfaction with
the colleagues who reached higher stocks of fish, although few have actually tried some
collaborative strategy. Students’ overfishing led to a rapid depletion of fish stocks. Unable to
reproduce, fish stocks diminished dramatically and led to a system collapse. When informed
about the rates of regeneration and the optimal number of fishes to be taken out from the
stock, the students continued playing for their self-interest instead of collaborating. Most
students expressed their understanding that the game represents reality.
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The lack of interest of students in classrooms submitted to
traditional teaching methods is something recurrent. The use of
a diverse range of educational innovative tools can complement
traditional education and provide youth with practical and reallife experiences to apply the scientific method to solve problems
[10]. Educational games can contribute to make teaching more
interesting for students at the elementary, middle, and higher
level or in non-formal educational situations and spaces. Another
interesting approach to raise awareness and democratize scientific
literacy are citizen-science initiatives. Because they place common
citizens as protagonists of the scientific discovery, participatory
approaches, such as citizen science, increases the chance of
projects succeeding in the long term. They may also bring benefits
to local population through empowerment and learning. In the
environmental field, public participation in data collection and
evaluation can be useful to monitor the state of the ecosystems
and natural resources in order to inform better management
practices [11]. For example, ecosystem monitoring toolkits and
rapid assessment methodologies are already being used to evaluate
forest condition, water quality and soil health [12-15].
Over the two-year FAPERJ-and Newton Fund-project on soil
ecosystem services, we will apply other innovative communication
tools such as behavioural economics games and video co-production
to actively engage different stakeholders, including students and
land owners. We also aim to apply both gaming and citizen science in
other projects related to ecosystem services. For example, in a Global
Environmental Facility funded project named “GEF Private AreasConserving biodiversity and rural landscapes” we are developing a
methodology of soil quality monitoring in restored areas with local
landowners. We aim to produce a replicable monitoring protocol
to be used for informing public policy and other scientific projects.
We encourage other researchers to communicate their results to a
wider audience and to incorporate innovative knowledge exchange
tools in their projects.
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